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Detailed quantifications of how predators and their grouping prey interact in three dimensions
(3D) remain rare. Here we record the structure and dynamics of fish shoals (Pseudomugil signifer)
in 3D both with and without live predators (Philypnodon grandiceps) under controlled laboratory
conditions. Shoals adopted two distinct types of shoal structure; ‘sphere-like’ geometries at depth,
and flat ‘carpet-like’ structures at the water’s surface, with shoals becoming more compact in both
horizontal and vertical planes in the presence of a predator. The predators actively stalked and at-
tacked the prey, with attacks being initiated when the shoals were not in their usual configurations.
These attacks caused the shoals to break apart, but shoal reformation was rapid, and involved indi-
viduals adjusting their positions in both horizontal and vertical dimensions. Our analyses revealed
that targeted prey were more isolated from other conspecifics, and were closer in terms of distance
and direction to the predator compared to non-targeted prey. Moreover, which prey were targeted
could largely be identified based on individuals’ positions from a single plane. This highlights that
previously proposed 2D theoretical models and their assumptions appear valid when considering
how predators target groups in 3D. Our work provides experimental, and not just anecdotal, sup-
port for classic theoretical predictions, and also lends new insights into predatory-prey interactions
in three-dimensional environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Moving animal groups, such as flocks of birds, shoals of fish, and swarms of arthropods form spectacular three-
dimensional group structures while on the move together (Attanasi et al. 2014, Ballerini et al. 2008, Brierley & Cox
2010, Johnsen et al. 2017, Major & Dill 1978, O’Brien 1989, Parrish & Hamner 1997, Partridge et al. 1980, Ward &
Webster 2016). Technologies such as stereo-imaging and high-resolution multi-beam sonar have allowed researchers
to quantify the dynamic, large-scale structures of animal groups (Gerlotto & Paramo 2003, Guillard et al. 2011,
Handegard et al. 2017, Paramo et al. 2010). While these technologies have highlighted the extraordinary range
of structures groups can adopt, controlled and manipulative studies to assess how groups adapt their structure in
response to both their position in space and to external perturbations are rare (Abrahams & Colgan 1985, Hemelrijk
et al. 2010, Partridge et al. 1980, Viscido et al. 2004). Such studies are vital, however, if we are to understand the
ecological and evolutionary drivers of collective behavior, and the costs and benefits of individuals adopting different
positions in groups across all spatial dimensions that animals live (Krause 1994).

Predation is considered to be a primary driver shaping how individuals in groups interact (Ioannou et al. 2012; 2011,
Seghers 1974), and some of the most spectacular examples of groups changing their structure occur when groups are
under predatory attack (Axelsen et al. 2001, Carere et al. 2009, Magurran & Pitcher 1987, Pitcher & Wyche 1983).
Our understanding of why animals adopt particular group configurations in response to threat stems from some
early theoretical, and later empirical work on the subject. Hamilton (1971), for example, explained how gregarious
behaviors could be selected for by individuals attempting to reduce their ‘domains of danger’ in the presence of a
predator, causing them to move closer to near neighbors. Vine (1971) suggested that groups should form different
three-dimensional structures depending on their location with respect to boundaries in the environment. In particular,
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if individuals attempt to minimise their domains of danger from predators attacking from the outside of groups, then
they should form flatter circular configurations at boundaries, whereas they should form spheroid structures in open
space (Vine 1971). These ideas were later refined by incorporating biologically important constraints, such as limited
movement and perceptual ranges of prey and predators (Chen & Kolokolnikov 2014, James et al. 2004, Morrell et al.
2010; 2011, Yang & Schmickl 2019).

Measurements from the field and under semi-natural conditions confirmed predictions that groups change their
density, shape and structure, both in the presence or absence of predators, but also in direct response to attacks
(Axelsen et al. 2001, Carere et al. 2009, Nøttestad et al. 2002, Pitcher & Wyche 1983, Procaccini et al. 2011, Rieucau
et al. 2014; 2016). However, such observations have usually been limited to broad scale characterisations of the
structure of groups, often in a single plane, without experimental evidence showing how groups change their structure
depending on their location in space and in response to the movements of predators. With some notable exceptions
of fine-scale measurements of predatory-prey interactions in the wild (Benoit-Bird & Au 2009, Handegard et al.
2012), it remains unclear how groups use space to move and self-organise when under threat from real predators in
three-dimensions.

While measuring how animal groups adjust their density, shape and size in response to predatory attacks sheds light
on the emergent properties that result from individuals adjusting their social interaction-rules (Couzin et al. 2002,
Hemelrijk & Hildenbrandt 2012, Herbert-Read 2016), it is also important to consider the relative risk that individual
prey face depending on their location within groups. When predators attack individual prey in groups, this risk will
be related to the strategies that predators use when attempting to select targets from within the group. Previous
empirical evidence shows that isolated individuals, or individuals on the edges of groups experience greater risk of
predation (Duffield & Ioannou 2017, Ioannou et al. 2019, Krause et al. 2017), but these studies have also been limited
to individuals’ relative risk in a single plane. Further, most models investigating so-called ‘marginal predation’ have
only considered this from a two-dimensional approach (Hamilton 1971, Hirsch & Morrell 2011, Viscido et al. 2001).
For some systems, where prey form two-dimensional group structures, this approach is clearly warranted (De Vos
& O’Riain 2010, Romey et al. 2007, Watts et al. 2017), but in systems where animals use both the vertical and
horizontal planes to move, it is necessary to investigate whether the predictions, and assumptions of the models, hold
true. Indeed, in Hamilton’s original model, it was proposed that predators could attack from anywhere within the
group, but this assumption that was later critiqued, with it being suggested that predators may only attack from the
outside of groups (Vine 1971, Viscido et al. 2001).

In this paper, we investigate the spatio-temporal dynamics of shoals of Pacific blue-eyes (Pseudomugil signifer) in
three dimensions in the presence and absence of a sympatric predator, flat-headed gudgeon (Philypnodon grandiceps).
We first asked whether the presence of a predator changes the three-dimensional spatial properties of shoals. We
predicted, according to theory, that the area of the shoals in both vertical and horizontal planes should become
smaller following introduction of the predator as individuals attempt to minimise their (limited) domains of danger
(Hamilton 1971, James et al. 2004). We also predicted that individuals should adopt distinct 3D structures depending
on their location with respect to boundaries in their environment (Vine 1971). We next investigate the complete
sequence of behavioral states characterising the predator-prey dynamics, and assessed the key dynamical properties
of the shoals on a fine-resolution scale before, during and after an attack. Finally, we ask what factors increase the
likelihood that a prey will be targeted by the predator in 3D, predicting that more isolated individuals should be at
greater risk, and asked whether information from both horizontal and vertical planes were needed to predict this risk.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal husbandry and housing

Pacific blue-eyes (Pseudomugil signifer) (18.2 ± 2.4 mm; mean ± SD) and flat-headed gudgeon (Philypnodon
grandiceps) (50.8 ± 4.5mm; mean ± SD) were caught with hand nets from Narrabeen Lagoon, New South Wales,
Australia (33◦43‘03“ S, 151◦16‘17“ E). These species are sympatric, and flat-headed gudgeon naturally prey on small
fish species (Becker & Laurenson 2008, Pusey et al. 2004), such as Pacific blue-eyes. The two species were housed
separately in filtered freshwater in 150 l tanks at 22 - 25 ◦C in the laboratory. Pacific blue-eyes were housed in groups
of < 140 individuals per tank. Pacific blue-eyes were moved between different tanks to keep used and un-used fish
separated (see below). Tanks contained artificial plants, gravel and shelters (semi-circular plastic tubes). Fish were
held on a 12:12 light:dark cycle. All fish were housed for at least two weeks prior to experimentation. Pacific blue-eyes
were fed five times per week on crushed flake food ad libitum, and flat-headed gudgeon on 2 mm sinking pellets ad
libitum. On the day of trials, fish were fed after experimentation.
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Data acquisition

The experiment consisted of filming and recording the behavior of Pacific blue-eyes in the absence and presence
of a flat-headed gudgeon in an experimental arena. The experimental arena (see Figure S1) was a glass aquarium
(420×275×365 mm length x width x height) filled to a depth of 315 mm with aged and conditioned tap water which
was aerated between each day of trials using an air-stone. We did not change water between trials, although the
water level was topped-up with fresh water between days. We used opaque white plastic (5 mm thickness) to cover
the bottom and three sides of the arena. The plastic on the back wall was angled in order to avoid blind spots in the
camera’s field of view. The arena was lit by fluorescent lamps placed horizontally on either side of the experimental
tank. The two orthogonal projections of the experimental arena (horizontal, XY-plane and vertical, XZ-plane) were
filmed by a single camera. The vertical plane was captured by a camera positioned orthogonally to that plane and the
horizontal plane was captured by the same camera through a mirror angled at ∼ 45◦ and placed above the arena. The
use of a slanted mirror enabled a simple reconstruction of the Y-coordinates from the XY projections onto the mirror
(Chrásková et al. 1999). We used a Nikon D7000 DSLR camera with the centre of its objective lens (Nikon AF-S DX
Nikkor 35mm f/1.8G) positioned at height of 315 mm, equivalent to the water’s surface, to record the trials at 24 fps
at a resolution of 1920×1080 pixels. The videos were recorded in .mov format using H.264 camera compression.

Camera calibration and animal tracking

Before filming began on each day, we first performed geometric camera calibration. In the first calibration step,
we placed a calibration board (5×4 black-and-white checkerboard, square size 32×32 mm) under water in the arena
in an orientation in which the calibration pattern was visible in both filming planes (see Figure S2 for an example
of the calibration images). We then took a snapshot of the scene and repeated this procedure for 13-16 different
configurations of the board in the aquarium. The camera did not move during and after this calibration step. The
next calibration step was performed after filming. During this step, the correspondences between the elements of
the calibration pattern in two camera views were used to reconstruct the three-dimensional real-world position of the
camera with respect to the scene and to obtain camera calibration matrices. This step was performed in MATLAB
following standard calibration procedures (Hartley & Zisserman 2003). The calibration matrices were then applied to
tracking data to reconstruct the 3D positions of individual fish and positions of fish shoals.

We used different approaches to record the positions of the prey and predator. We used Didson Tracking Software
(Handegard & Williams 2008) to track the positions of the prey in both the side view of the camera, and the view in
the mirror. We used CTrax software (Branson et al. 2009) to record the trajectory of the predator. Because of the
unavoidable internal reflections caused by the side of glass that had not been covered with white plastic (in the mirror
plane), we removed a small segment from the arena where this occurred as tracking proved difficult in this region. In
all other areas, the position of the predator was manually corrected with the Matlab GUI, fixerrors, associated with
the CTrax software. This way we could get reliable positions and orientations of the predator in both planes.

Experimental protocol

For each trial, we randomly selected 15 Pacific blue-eyes of similar size and transferred them into the experimental
arena. Fish were left to acclimate to the arena for at least 5 minutes, after which the filming commenced. Fish were
filmed in the arena for 20 minutes before we introduced a flat-headed gudgeon. Apart from during times when the
predator was being added to the arena, fish did not have a line of sight to the experimenter. Interactions between the
predator and prey were recorded for a further 60 minutes for each trial, giving a total of 80 minutes of video for every
replicate (n = 16). This equated to 320 minutes of footage of prey without the predator, and 960 minutes of footage
of predator with the prey. In total we used four different predators. Each predator was only used only once per day,
and each predator was only used four times in total. Predators that had and had not been used on a single day were
kept in two separate housing tanks. Because we did not house each predator separately, we could not include predator
identity in our analyses. Pacific blue-eyes were not used more than once and used fish were housed separately from
non-experimented fish. Two to four trials were performed each day, with five days of testing in total. There was a
maximum of three days between consecutive days of testing (a minimum of one). All trials were run between 0900 -
1700 hrs.
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Data Processing and Statistical Analysis

All motion and statistical analyses were performed using custom scripts in MATLAB R2016b, R, and Python 2.7.

Assessing the structure of the fish shoals

From the prey’s coordinates, we calculated the shoal’s projected area in both horizontal and vertical planes for
each frame of the video. The vertical plane consisted of data from fish’s positions in the XZ plane (and not the
YZ plane), although we note that for this vertical dimension, these labels are largely arbitrary (see Figure S1). To
measure the area of a shoal in each planar projection (XY or XZ), we first constructed the tightest fitting alpha
shape which enclosed all fish’s coordinates without spitting the shoal into several subgroups. We therefore defined the
alpha shape as a boundary that envelops coordinates of all prey in a given frame and computed it using the MATLAB
inbuilt AlphaShape function. The area of the resulting alpha shape was then computed with the standard MATLAB
function Area.

We used a model comparison approach to assess what factors best predicted the shoal’s area. Linear mixed effects
models (LMMs) with combinations of factors including i) the presence or absence of the predator, ii) the depth of
the shoals in the water column (at the surface, 6 45 mm from the surface, or below the surface, > 45 mm from the
surface), and iii) the plane of projection (XY or XZ plane) were run. All factors were treated as categorical variables
and a full list of the models can be found in Table 1. We treated depth as a categorical variable because it was
clear from diagnostic plots that shoals formed two distinct types of structure (see Figure S4a), and these two types
of structures were formed when fish were either above or below 45 mm depth (Figure 1a-d). Trial was included as
a random factor in all models as well as the order of that trial within a day (ranging from 1 - 4) as a fixed factor.
The corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) for each model were calculated, as well as the fitted values for
each predicted variable. The difference in AICc between the best supported model and each other model in turn was
also calculated. Models that were within two AICc units of the best supported model were considered equivalent.
The residuals from each model were checked to ensure normality (using QQ plots) and homoscedasticity (using the
residuals plotted against the fitted values), and all models were fitted using maximum likelihood.

Identifying predators’ behavioral states

From the video footage we established that predators engaged in three key behavioral states: stalking periods (S),
strikes (A, attacks), and periods of rest at the bottom of the arena (R, rest). For example, during periods of rest, the
predator was often located in the corners of the arena (see Figure S7 for example snapshots and Movie 1). In order
to determine the spatial relationship between the predator and prey within these behavioral states, we plotted the
distance from the predator to the shoal’s centroid as a function of the cosine of the predator’s angle to shoal’s centroid
(Figure 2a). Here, a cosine of -1 or 1 indicates the predator was facing directly away or towards the prey shoal’s
centroid, respectively. To quantify the transitions between different states of the predator’s behavior, we assigned the
regions for the distance and direction to a school based on the threshold observation probability (0.5×10−3) indicated
by the solid lines in Figure 2a. Our method identified exact frames when the states marked in Figure 2a have
occurred and these states were validated by comparing against video footage. This allowed us to identify a complete
sequence and exact timing of behavioral states in each video. We then constructed a directed behavioral transition
graph (Figure 2b), where the sizes of nodes were proportional to a number of state occurrences (i.e., number of video
segments capturing a particular behavior of the predator) and the edge widths were proportional to the transitional
probabilities (i.e., normalized number of switches between different states). We combined two observed resting phases
(R1 and R2; see Figure S3c) as both included times when the predator was inactive.

Changes to the shoal’s structure surrounding attacks

To identify when attacks on the group occurred, we manually inspected each video. The nature of the attacks
allowed us to identify precisely when an attack was launched. Each attack (Movie 2) involved a period of rapid
acceleration (ascending part of the speed curve in Figure 2c), with the predator opening its jaws in an attempt to
catch an individual prey, followed by an equivalently fast deceleration (descending part of the speed curve in Figure
2c). We manually defined the time an attack started (t = 0 s) as the frame before the first noticeable change in speed
of the predator. Given the temporal resolution of 24 fps, this frame was never ambiguous. To find the time an attack
finished, we first computed the ‘baseline’ speed of the predator in the 0.42 second prior to an attack starting (0.42 s
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was chosen to ensure that multiple attacks did not occur within this time period). We then defined the time an attack
ended as the intersection between the descending portion of the speed curve and this baseline speed, rounded to the
closest frame. This was calculated as 0.46 s (mean ± 0.08 SD) across all attacks. Next, we assessed how quickly the
shoal’s area changed in both planes in the times surrounding the attacks (i.e. before and after the attack). To do
this, we calculated the slope of the change in each projected area (XY or XZ plane) during the three seconds before
and, separately, after an attack (see Figure S9). We again used a model comparison approach to assess what factors
influenced the rate at which the shoal area changed in size. Fixed effects included: i) Time relative to the attack (i.e.
Pre/Post Attack), ii) the plane of projection and iii) the number of attacks that had occurred previously on the shoal
+ 1. A full list of the models can be found in Table 2. Models included the attack number nested within trial as a
random term (as most trials contained multiple attacks). All other model checks and assumptions were considered as
before.

Identifying the prey that were targeted during attacks

We then assessed what factors influenced the likelihood that a prey would be targeted by a predator. The targeted
individual was defined as the individual among the prey that the predator lunged towards (i.e. accelerated towards
with its mouth open) during an attack. Note the predator could turn during the attack, but by tracking back in
time, we could identify where this targeted individual was on the frame before the lunge was initiated. These targeted
individuals were never ambiguous. On the frame before the lunge was initiated (t=0, Figure 2), we manually tracked
the position of all the prey (using a bespoke script written in MATLAB) and also determined the coordinates of the
single prey that was then targeted. Manually tracking the prey was necessary here to ensure that we could identify
all individuals in the group, and therefore their relative risk of being attacked within the complete shoal. In total,
we counted 124 attacks from the predators towards the prey across all trials. We then calculated the angle and
distance from the predator to each prey, the distance from each prey to the group’s centroid, each prey’s nearest
neighbor (NN) distance, and each prey’s nearest neighbor degree (see also Figures S11). To determine the nearest
neighbor degree (Barrat et al. 2004) of each fish in a given frame, we constructed a nearest neighbor graph, where
nodes represented individuals linked by edges directed from their respective nearest neighbors (see Figure S13 for an
example). We defined the nearest neighbor degree of each individual as a number of edges directed towards it (i.e.,
number of times this individual is found to be the nearest neighbor for other group members in a current frame).
According to this definition, individuals with lower NN degree were more isolated. The lowest possible NN degree
of 0, therefore, corresponded to an individual that was not a nearest neighbor for any other conspecific. We then
performed a principal component analysis (PCA) on these five variables to test whether fish that were targeted by
the predator differed from non-targeted individuals in PCA space. For this analysis, we computed the z-score for all
variables by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation to provide a common scale for comparison.
We tested whether the principle components identified contributed significantly to whether a prey would be targeted
or not using a model comparison approach. The response variable in all models was whether a fish had been targeted
(1) or not (0), and different models included the presence or absence of the two principle components (see Table 3).
In the model comparison we also included a null model with no predictive terms. All models included attack number
nested within trial as a random factor. We ranked the models and calculated the change in AICc units between each
model and the best supported model. This allowed us to test whether each principle component contributed towards
the likelihood of a prey being targeted. Models with an AICc of two units less than the null model were considered
to have support.

To statistically determine whether each of the five variables contributed separately to the likelihood of a prey being
targeted or not, we again used a model comparison approach. The response variable in these models was again whether
a fish had been targeted (1) or not (0). Here, we compared five models, where each model included just one explanatory
variable, and a null model containing no explanatory variables. This comparison identifies which explanatory variables
were significantly correlated with predation risk, again by identifying those models that performed better (∆ AICc >
2) than the null model.

Because many empirical and modelling studies on predator-prey interactions only consider information about the
locations of predators and prey in a single plane, we wanted to ask whether a 3D approach was necessary to identify
which prey were likely to be targeted in the group. To do this, we calculated the five variables described above, but
here only used information about the prey and predator’s position and orientation in either the XY or XZ plane. We
then performed our model comparison approach separately on these XY or XZ scores to see if the model comparisons
gave different results to when models used information from both planes (full XYZ dataset). Like above, we also
performed our PCA and model comparison on the PC scores for each XY or XZ dataset separately (Figure S12).
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RESULTS

Spatial distribution and organisation of the prey shoals

Shoals were predominantly observed in two locations in the water column; either towards the surface of the water
(6 45 mm depth) or closer to the bottom of the arena (Figures S3a and S4a). Each of these two locations was
associated with a distinct type of shoal structure. When the fish were at the surface of the water, they were spread
out in the horizontal (XY) plane, with minimal spread in the vertical (XZ) plane (Figure 1a). In effect, they formed a
‘carpet-like’, flat structure at the water’s surface. When the fish were below the surface of the water, the shoal spread
out in both the horizontal and vertical planes, forming more three-dimensional, ‘sphere-like’ structures (Figure 1b).
Evidence for these structures was supported by our model comparison approach, where the best supported models
included the interaction term between depth and plane of projection (Table 1; Figure 1). Models that only included
these terms as main effects only were not well supported (Table 1). Both shoal structures, ‘carpets’ and ‘spheres’,
also occurred when the predator was released into the arena (Figure 1c through 1f). However, after introduction of
the predator, shoals were primarily observed at the water’s surface (see Figure S3b), with the predators spending
most of their time at the bottom of the arena (see Figure S3c). A model including whether the predator was present
or not and the interaction term between plane and depth was the second best supported model, and within two AIC
units of the best supported model. This indicated that predation affected shoal area, with individuals reducing their
inter-individual distances in both the vertical and horizontal planes in the presence of the predator (see Figure S5).

Table 1. Models used to assess what factors were important in determining shoal area. The ∆ AICc between the best supported
model and subsequent models are shown. Interactions between factors are denoted by an asterisk. All models included the
order that a trial was performed on the day of testing as a fixed factor, and individual trial as a random factor. Models within
two AIC units of the best supported model were treated as equivalent.

Explanatory variables ∆ AICc d.f

Plane * Depth 0 7
Plane * Depth + Predator 0.8 8
Plane + Depth 8.3 6
Plane + Depth + Predator 9.4 7
na (null model) 31.0 4

The dynamics of the attacks

While the predators were often observed at the bottom of the arena (see Figure S3c) and often motionless (see
Figure S6), the predators also went through periods of stalking the prey, by moving up and into the water column
(see Figure S7 and Movie 1). The ‘heat’ of Figure 2a captures these stalking and resting behavioral states. Periods
of rest (R) were characterised by distances > 0.2 m between the predator and the shoal’s centroid, with the shoal’s
centroid being almost perpendicular to the predator’s direction of travel (−0.5 < cos θ < 0.5). Here, the resting state,
R, appears as two regions (R1 and R2), due to the geometry of the arena creating distinct distances from the shoals
centroid at which the predator was likely to be found. The stalking state, S, occurred when the predator remained
close to the shoal’s centroid (0.075 - 0.14 m) and was oriented directly towards it (cos θ ≈ 0.95 − 1.0). Resting and
stalking were the two most frequently observed states (Figure 2b) and most of the behavioral transitions happened
between these two states. The stalking periods were 1.65 times more often followed by attacks than the resting
periods, as indicated by weights assigned to the corresponding connecting edges. The attack phases, in turn, were
1.64 times more often followed by the periods of rest than by new stalking activities.

Following stalking periods, the predator sometimes attacked the prey (n = 124 events) (Movie 2). We asked whether
the prey might be able to predict when an attack was about to be launched based on the movements of the predator
leading up to the attack. Before an attack took place, the predator was, on average, moving with a steady low speed
of about 0.04 m/s (Figure 2c). The predator’s direction of motion before an attack was generally weakly correlated
with its direction of travel at the time of a strike (Figure 2d). Nevertheless, there was an increase in the predator’s
velocity autocorrelation as the time of an attack was approaching, indicative that the predator began targeting a
specific part of the shoal, or a specific individual, for as long as 2-3 seconds before the attack. The distance from
the predator to the shoal’s centroid decreased from the third to the first second before an attack, however, 0.5 s
before the strike, this distance increased (Figure 2e), suggesting the prey were expecting an attack and had begun
evasive manoeuvres. Even before these evasive manoeuvres, the configuration of a shoal changed (Figure 2f). Both
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the horizontal and vertical projected areas decreased in the three seconds before an attack, with the shoal reaching
its most compact configuration in the frame before the attack. Overall, the reduction of the shoal’s area immediately
preceding an attack indicates that individuals were preparing for an attack by moving away from the predator and
reducing their inter-individual distances.

80% of the attacks took place at a distance of < 0.15 m to prey’s centroid (attacks are plotted as black plus
signs in Figure 2a), but the attacks were not associated with any specific angle to the shoal’s centroid. Predators
initiated their attacks when the shoals were not in their usual configurations. Attacks primarily occurred before times
when the shoals were larger in the vertical plane than in the horizontal plane (Figure 2f). This was opposite to the
configurations that they usually adopted (see Figure 1). The attacks themselves (marked in Figures 2c through 2f
by the grey vertical bars) lasted, on average, 0.46 s (mean ± 0.08 SD). During the initial stage of the attack, the
predator simultaneously accelerated (note the speed increase from ∼ 0.04 to ∼ 0.31 ms−1 in Figure 2c) and adjusted
its heading towards the targeted prey (note the velocity de-correlation in Figure 2d). The initial period of the attack
was followed by fast deceleration of the predator, comparable in magnitude to its acceleration at the start of the attack
(note the two symmetrical slopes of the speed curve in Figure 2c). The predator’s speed decreased back to the value
before the attack and the velocity of the predator was negatively correlated with its value in the frame immediately
before the strike, indicating that the strikes were not always directed at prey directly ahead of the predator, with
the predator turning during attacks. The time between attacks was non-random, and many attacks occurred in the
seconds following the attack, depicted by the self-loop in Figure 2b (see Figure S8 for the full distribution of times
between attacks). In particular, 12% of attacks occurred within six seconds of one another. The total number of
attack windows including repetitive and single attacks was 110 for 960 mins of footage.

Prey responded to attacks by moving away from the predator (Figure 2e), which resulted in a ‘flash expansion’,
with the area of the shoal increasing in both the horizontal and vertical planes (Figure 2f). However, before and after
this attack, the shoals’ area was generally decreasing in both planes. Using the model comparison approach, we asked
what factors influenced the rate at which shoal area changed in these times leading up to and following attacks. The
most supported model indicated that two factors were most important in determining changes to shoal area (Table
2). First, the time Pre/Post attack was included in the best supported model, indicating that shoals reduced area
more quickly in the time following the attacks than in the time leading up to the attack. Second, plane of projection
was included in the best supported model, indicating that shoal area changed more rapidly in the XZ plane than in
the ZY plane (Figure 2f). This was likely because fish were moving towards the surface of the water, reducing their
distance apart more rapidly in the vertical than horizontal plane. There was little evidence that the number of attacks
that had previously occurred on the shoal affected these responses (Table 2).

Table 2. Models used to assess what factors were important in determining how the shoal area changed in the times leading up
to and following an attack. Interactions between factors are denoted by an asterisk. All models included the order that a trial
was performed on the day of testing as a fixed factor, and attack nested within trial as a random factor. The ∆ AICc between
the best supported model and subsequent models are shown.

Explanatory variable ∆ AICc d.f

Pre/Post Attack + Plane 0 7
Pre/Post Attack + Attack Number 5.2 7
na (null model) 10.9 5
Pre/Post Attack + Plane + Attack Number 17.1 8
Pre/Post Attack*Plane + Attack Number 23.4 9
Plane + Attack Number 40.0 7

Targeted individuals

While predators were often observed to stalk and attack the shoals, no prey were captured by the predators in any
of the trials. Although prey were not captured, we could identify which individuals were targeted during these attacks,
and asked whether this targeting was related to the spatial position of those individuals relative to the predator and
others in the shoal. To do this, we performed a principal component analysis on five key spatial characteristics of
the predator-prey and prey-prey interactions (Figure 3). The first two principal components explained 63% of the
variance in our data (Figure S10). Figure 3 shows an almost complete separation of the targeted and non-targeted
individuals into two distinct clusters in the PCA-space. Measures capturing prey-prey interactions (i.e. nearest
neighbor distances, distance to the centroid of the group, and nearest neighbor degree) loaded predominantly onto
PC1 (see vectors in Figure 3). The angle and distance from the predator to each prey, measures capturing predator-
prey interactions, loaded predominantly onto PC2. Using our model comparison approach, we asked whether each of
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Table 3. The ∆ AICc for models assessing which principle components affected the likelihood a prey would be targeted by the
predator. In these models, the response variable was whether a fish was targeted (1) or not (0), and we compared whether
models including an additional factor were better at predicting whether a fish was targeted compared to a null model including
no predictive terms (i.e. if ∆ AICc > 2 between the model of interest and the null model). All models fitted this criteria. All
models included the attack number nested within trial as a random factor.

Explanatory variable ∆ AICc d.f

PC2 0 4
PC1 + PC2 1.1 5
PC1 737.0 4
na (null model) 874.9 3

Table 4. The ∆ AICc for models explaining which individual in the group was targeted by the predator relative to the best
supported model (distance between predator and prey). In these models, the response variable was whether a fish was targeted
(1) or not (0). We compare whether models including an additional factor were better at predicting whether a fish was targeted
compared to a null model including no predictive terms (i.e. if ∆ AICc > 2 between the model of interest and the null model).
All models fit this criteria.

Explanatory variable ∆ AICc d.f

Distance between predator and prey 0 4
Angle between predator heading and prey position 148.9 4
Distance to nearest neighbor 339.9 4
Distance to centre of the group 408.9 4
Node Score 421.2 4
na (null model) 474.6 3

these principle components contributed significantly to the likelihood that a prey would be targeted by the predator.
While the top supported model only included PC2, the second (and equivalently well-supported model) also included
PC1 (Table 3). All models performed significantly better than the null model in determining whether a prey would
be targeted or not (∆ AICc > 2). Both PC1 and PC2 terms, therefore, were important in predicting the risk of
predation to prey (Table 3).

To test whether each variable in turn contributed significantly to the likelihood a prey would be targeted or not,
we used our model comparison approach to see whether models including these single variables outperformed a null
model in their predictive power. All models including these single terms performed significantly better than the null
model (all ∆ AICc between null model and comparison model were > 2) (Table 4). Therefore, all single factors, at
least to some degree, influenced the risk of being targeted by the predator. Prey were more likely to be targeted by
the predator if the predator was closer to them, and if the predator was facing them (see Figures S11a&b). Prey were
also more likely to be targeted when they were further from their nearest neighbor, further from the centre of group,
and more isolated (i.e. had a lower nearest neighbor degree) (see Figures S11c through S11e).

We then asked whether the likelihood an individual would be targeted or not could be predicted based on information
from only a single (XY or XZ) plane. To do this, we calculated each variable (angle to the predator, distance to
the predator, nearest neighbor distance, distance to the centroid of the group, and nearest neighbor degree) using
information from only the horizontal or vertical planes separately. In these partitioned data sets, targeted and non-
targeted individuals still separated in PCA space (Figure S12). This was particularly apparent in the dataset only
using information from the XY, horizontal plane (Figure S12a). Our model comparison approach on the principle
components highlighted, like before, that the best supported models contained both PC1 and PC2 scores (Table S1).
Similarly, the model comparison approach on the individual measures highlighted that the ordering of models did not
change in either the XY or XZ datasets from the ordering of models in the full XYZ dataset (see Table S2). Moreover,
all explanatory variables in these partitioned data-sets still contributed significantly to predicting whether a prey was
targeted or not (Table S2).

DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate that fish shoals adjust their structure and organisation in three-dimensions both in response
to the shoal’s location in the water column, the presence or absence of predators, and in response to predator attacks.
Shoals formed two discrete types of structures depending on their depth. At the surface, shoals formed carpet-like
flat structures, and at depth, organised their spatial distribution in both vertical and horizontal planes. Both pre-
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and post-attacks, a shoal’s area in both horizontal and vertical planes reduced, although this reduction was more
pronounced in the vertical XZ plane than in the horizontal XY plane. The discrete nature of attacks allowed us to
identify which prey individual was targeted, and we identified that both predatory-prey interactions (distance and
angle to prey) and prey-prey interactions (nearest neighbor distance, nearest neighbor degree and distance to the
centre of the group) were important in determining whether a prey was targeted by a predator or not.

The organisation of groups in three-dimensions is expected to change under increased risk as individuals attempt
to minimise their domains of danger by decreasing their separation distances (Hamilton 1971). Indeed we found
experimental evidence to support this prediction, as groups became more compact in both XY and XZ planes following
introduction of the predator. It has also been predicted that selfish-herding can result in two types of group structure
depending on individuals’ location in space, particularly in relation to boundaries in the environment (Vine 1971).
Again, we found support for this prediction, where shoals formed flat, carpet-like structures at the water’s surface, and
more three-dimensional sphere-like geometries at depth. The emergence of these group structures is likely owing to
simple behavioural rules governing how individuals respond to their neighbours’ movements and positions (Tunstrøm
et al. 2013). Indeed, self-propelled simulation models using simple attraction, repulsion and alignment rules can
produce realistic three-dimensional group structures (Hemelrijk et al. 2010). Few of these models, however, have
incorporated realistic boundary effects, such as the surface of the water, to investigate what impacts this has for
the collective structures that emerge (but see Hemelrijk et al. (2010)). The formation of the carpet-like structures,
for example, may simply be a product of individuals compressing against the surface as they move away from the
threat below, combined with social cohesion. A future direction could be to assess the risk posed to individuals when
occupying different types of group structure, and ask when and how individuals decide to switch between these types
of structure depending on the costs and benefits those structures provide individuals.

While both planes provided information to identify which prey would be targeted during attacks, partitioning the
dataset to assess whether the risk to individuals could be identified solely from data in either the XY (horizontal)
or XZ (vertical) plane showed that targeted individuals could still be identified using information from only a single
plane. Moreover, metrics based on predator-prey and prey-prey interactions were both important in assessing this
risk. Together, these results provide validity for models investigating selfish-herd effects in two-dimensions (Morrell &
Romey 2008, Morrell et al. 2010, Viscido et al. 2001). Such models have often assessed the risk posed to individuals in
groups based on their positions relative to predators and other prey in two dimensions only. While this may appear to
be an over-simplification, our results demonstrate that such models remain realistic because animal groups indeed form
two-dimensional group structures, even in three-dimensional worlds. It also demonstrates that Hamilton’s original
assumption that a predator could attack from anywhere within a two-dimensional group remains valid (Hamilton
1971), because predators approached groups from below, allowing them the potential to target any individual in the
carpet-like two-dimensional structure above.

While predators could attack prey anywhere within the group, especially when the prey were at the group’s surface,
predators targeted prey closer towards the edge of groups, or more isolated individuals. This effect, known as ’marginal
predation’, is a well established phenomena (Duffield & Ioannou 2017, Milinski 1977, Romey et al. 2007). When
approaching groups during stalking periods, however, the predators focussed their attention on the shoal’s centroid.
This strategy could represent a method used by the predators to break up the shoals in order to isolate individuals
(see Movie 2). Indeed, similar strategies are observed in group hunting predators, that form line-formations in order to
break apart prey groups (Handegard et al. 2012). Predators are thought to isolate individuals as confusion effects make
it difficult to target prey in dense moving groups (Ioannou et al. 2007, Landeau & Terborgh 1986, Ruxton et al. 2007).
The observation that 12% attacks occurred within six seconds of one another could suggest that predators might use
periods when shoals are reorganising to target individuals that have become separated from others in previous attacks.
Such a tactic may increase predator success rates, although in this study, predators were never successful in their
attacks. An interesting future area of research could be to investigate how group structure and space use changes
when groups are under attack from predators with different hunting strategies, for example, in response to an aerial
or group hunting predators. There is some evidence that golden shiners Notemigonus crysoleucas move away from
the water’s surface and also increase the depth of their schools following aerial strikes, and schools of fish can move
differently in the horizontal or vertical plane according to whether birds or dolphins are attacking them (Vaughn et al.
2010). Investigating different predatory tactics in both empirical work and simulations will shed new insights into
how and why predators target the individuals they select in groups (Nishimura 2002), and how prey adopt different
behavioral strategies to overcome different predatory tactics (Herbert-Read et al. 2017).

It is important to discuss whether the predator-prey interactions recorded in the laboratory would also be observed
in nature, and to ask what factors could have influenced the expression of particular behaviours. While the shoals in
our experiment were constrained to an aquarium, wild shoals of fish have been observed to form both two-dimensional
structures at the water’s surface (Ward et al. 2017) and more three-dimensional structures in pelagic environments
(Gerlotto et al. 1994, Paramo et al. 2010). In the experiments conducted here, the structures adopted by the group did
not occupy the entire horizontal or vertical space of the arena (see Fig. S5a&b), hence crowding effects are unlikely to
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have contributed strongly towards the adoption of particular shoal structures. Another conspicuous difference between
the arena and more natural environments where P. signifer and P. grandiceps inhabit, was the absence of vegetation
or cover in the experiment. Previous experiments on flathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) have demonstrated
that fish increase their tendency to shoal in the absence of cover (Savino & Stein 1989), hence our experimental set-up
may have induced particularly high degrees of shoaling. The presence or absence of structural complexity in aquatic
environments can also induce specific types of hunting behaviour in predators. Lined seahorses (Hippocampus erectus),
for example, switch from ‘sit and wait’ tactics to pursuit tactics when structure in the environment is removed (James
& Heck Jr 1994). Future experiments, therefore, should investigate the shoal structures adopted by prey groups, as
well as predator tactics, in environments where habitat complexity is manipulated. We should also question whether
the attack rates of P. grandiceps represent those that would be observed in nature. While the attack rates in the
experiment were low (124 attacks in 960 minutes, equating to 7.75 attacks per hour), these rates are comparable
to attack rates of pike (Esox lucius) and largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) preying on bluegills (Lepomis
macrochirus) and fathead minnows (P. promelas) in more naturalistic experimental conditions (< ∼ 10 per hour)
(Savino & Stein 1989). The noticeable absence of any successful attacks may be attributed to predators being highly
conspicuous against the light background of the arena. Considering camouflage is a well-used predatory strategy
(Merilaita et al. 2017), conspicuousness of the predator may have given prey ample opportunity to avoid the predator,
and hence ultimately reduce capture success rates. With the advent of high-resolution sonar and comparable methods
in the field (Handegard et al. 2012) detailed observations of predator-prey interactions can now be recorded to assess
natural capture success rates in the wild (Herbert-Read et al. 2016). This will provide valuable ground-truths for
predator-prey interactions. Nevertheless, experiments where environmental conditions can be tightly controlled and
manipulated offer significant opportunity to experimentally test the factors shaping the structure and dynamics of
predator-prey interactions.
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Figure 1. Shoal spatial statistics. Shoals form two types of structure: carpet-like flat structures at the waters’ surface (6 45
mm from the surface of the water) (a, c and e) and sphere-like structures at depth (> 45 mm from the surface of the water) (b,
d and f). The axes’ labels, ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ areas correspond to the area that the shoal occupied in the vertical and
horizontal planes respectively. Notice that the vertical area is generally less than the horizontal area in (a) and (c), indicative
that the shoals were compressed in the vertical plane, forming ‘carpets’ at the water’s surface. Notice that the vertical and
horizontal areas in (b) and (d) are generally proportional to one another, indicative that the shoals were forming ‘spheres’ at
depth. (a) and (b) show times without the predator, and (c) and (d) show times with the predator. Notice that in (c) versus
(a) and (d) versus (b), the heat moves towards the lower left corner of the plot, indicative that the shoal’s area in both planes
reduced following introduction of the predator. See Figure S4 for plots where structures have not been separated according to
depth. The heat in the plots represents the likelihood of the shoals being observed in each location of the parameter space.
Panels (e) and (f) show frames from one of the trials when the shoal was in a carpet (e) or sphere-like (f) structure. The
horizontal dashed line represents a water depth of 45 mm.
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a b

f

Figure 2. Behavioral states of the predator-prey dynamics, motion statistics and behavioral progression of the
attacks. (a) Likelihood of the position and orientation of the predator relative to the shoal’s centroid. The relative position
is represented as: (horizontal axis) the cosine of the angle θ between the predator’s orientation and the centroid of the group;
and (vertical axis) the predator’s distance to the centroid. The color bar shows the likelihood of each combination of cos θ and
distance. The three distinct behavioral states of the predator are: resting (R1 and R2), stalking (S) and attacking (A). All
attacks are plotted over the color map as black plus signs. (b) Behavioral transition graph. Sizes of the nodes are proportional
to the state probabilities (the logarithmic scale is applied for visual clarity). Widths of the edges are proportional to the
transition probabilities indicated next to them.
In this figure, repetitive attacks were classified as attacks that occurred within 6 seconds of one another, but see Figure S8 for

the full distribution of times between attacks. (c) Average speed of the predator before, during and after the attack. (d)
Autocorrelation function of the predator velocity, C(t) =

〈
V(0) ·V(t)

〉
, where t denotes time from the beginning of the attack

and
〈〉

stands for an average over all attacks. The autocorrelation is computed for every video frame from -3 to 3 s with
respect to the attack time. The dotted line aids visual assessment of the sign of correlation. (e) Distance from the predator to
shoal’s centroid. (f) Average relative shoal projected area in the XY and XZ plane. The dotted line provides a comparison
with the values of relative projected areas at t = 0. The grey bar around t = 0 − 0.46 s in plots c-f denotes the attack. The

shaded areas around each data curve represent the standard errors. Averages are taken over all 124 attacks. t = 0 was
determined as the frame before the predator was observed to rapidly accelerate towards a prey.
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Figure 3. Principal component analysis of prey spatial statistics prior to each attack (t = 0). The ellipses denote
the 95% confidence limits. The percentages in the axis labels indicate the amount of variance explained by the corresponding
components. The arrows are pointing in the direction of the variables, as projected into PC1-PC2 plane. Targeted fish are
shown as red points, non-targeted fish are shown as blue points. PC1 (maroon) captures more of the prey-prey interactions
(NN distance = nearest neighbor distance, centroid distance = distance of individual from the group centroid, NN degree =
nearest neighbor degree), with targeted fish being more isolated from other group members. PC2 (orange), on the other hand,
captures the predator-prey interactions, with targeted prey being closer (distance) and more directly in-front (angle) of the
predator. See Figure S12 for this analysis performed using information only in the single horizontal or vertical planes.


